Room-temperature and low-ordered, amphotropic-lyotropic ionic liquid crystal phases induced by alcohols in phosphonium halides.
Tri- n-decylmethylphosphonium chloride and bromide ( 1P10X) salts are not liquid crystalline. However, mesophases are induced by adding very small amounts of an alcohol or water. The temperature ranges of the induced smectic A 2 (SmA 2) liquid-crystalline phases can be very broad and the onset temperatures can be below room temperature depending upon the concentration of the alcohol or water and the structure of the alcohol. At least one molar equivalent of hydroxyl groups is necessary to convert the 1P10X completely into a liquid crystal. Strong association between the hydroxyl groups of an alcohol or water and the head groups of the 1P10X is indicated by spectroscopic, diffraction, and thermochemical data. Unlike many other smectic phases, those of the 1P10X/alcohol complexes are easily aligned in strong magnetic fields and the order parameters of selectively deuterated alcohols as measured by (2)H NMR spectroscopy, approximately 10 (-2), are much lower than the values found when the host is a commonly employed thermotropic liquid crystal. The dependence of the specific values of the order parameters on temperature, the nature of the halide anion, and the structure and concentration of the alcohol are reported. In sum, a detailed picture is presented to explain how and why an alcohol or water induces liquid crystallinity in the 1P10X salts. The data also provide a blueprint for designing media with even lower order parameters that can be hosts to determine the conformations and shapes of guest molecules.